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Customers have grown increasingly overwhelmed with outbound
marketing offers, making the method of traditional outbound
marketing campaigns largely ineffective. Marketers are now
recognizing the advantages of connecting with customers on
their own terms — during those moments when customers and
prospects contact them.
But how can marketers apply the same analytic rigor to marketing
through inbound channels as they typically do for outbound
campaigns? How can inbound marketing and personalization factor
in both what’s already known about the customer and what’s just
been learned during the most recent interaction? And how can
anonymous web visitors be marketed to, in real time, in the same
way as known customers?
IBM® Interact allows marketers to personalize in real time the
experience of customers interacting with websites, call centers and
other inbound marketing channels. Interact uses powerful, behavioral
targeting analytics and marketer-defined business logic to deliver the
optimal marketing message in each channel. Combined with IBM
Campaign, Interact enables inbound and outbound marketing to be
coordinated into a single strategy for building customer relationships,
using a single technology platform.
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Taking advantage of inbound customer contact

•

IBM Interact offers a variety of marketing management features:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Presents targeted personalized marketing messages
in real time through interactive, inbound channels:
Personalization is based on behavioral targeting for
anonymous visitors with improved targeting for known or
returning customers to combine historical customer data
and current behavior, helping to derive the best possible
communication. For known customers, previous marketing
events play a role in how they are treated. What we learn in
each customer interaction informs future communication
for an individual customer and across the customer base.
Plugs into any customer touchpoint where inbound
contact or interactions may occur: Interact works with
any inbound touchpoint — website, call center, kiosk,
point-of-sale, mobile app and so forth.
Highly manageable, real-time decisioning logic:
A combination of segmentation and business rules
enables marketers to easily define strategies for interacting
with customers and prospects and, just as importantly,
easily modify those strategies and understand the impact
of changes.
Self-learning and arbitration: A configurable Bayesian
algorithm combined with integrated offer arbitration
capabilities builds insight over time and helps determine
the best offer or message to present to each customer
or prospect. Self-learning extends and integrates with
any existing predictive modeling capabilities used by
the organization.
Role-based user interfaces (UI): Separate user interfaces
for marketers, technical analysts and operational managers
of interactive channels create an uncomplicated and
intuitive user experience for each person involved in the
inbound marketing process.
Insightful reports and analyses: Interact provides
marketing performance analysis, interactive channel activity
analysis, campaign strategy inventories and deployment
auditing — all intended to improve managerial oversight
and marketing results.
Integration with outbound marketing capabilities:
Interact is part of a single omni-channel marketing solution,
at the heart of which is Campaign, enabling inbound and
outbound marketing to be coordinated into a single strategy
for building customer relationships, using just one
technology platform.

•

Performance optimized run-time engine: To maximize
performance, Interact is Java-based, features configurable
multi-threaded, horizontal-scalable processing supporting
redundancy, high-volume throughput and extremely low
latency for the derived marketing decisions.
Meets the most rigorous performance requirements:
Interact has been designed for high performance even when
facing the heaviest volume of customer interactions, with
the capability to manage thousands of transactions per
second with sub 200 millisecond average response time.

With Interact, marketers can address the key challenges
facing today’s organizations: how to take advantage of
inbound marketing opportunities and how to identify what
the next best offer or message or communication is for each
customer. The following discussion will provide a deeper look
into what Interact is and how it enables real-time marketing.

Interact’s real-time decision process:
A high-level overview
The starting point of Interact’s decision process occurs when
the inbound touchpoint (through a website, the call center
application, mobile app, ATM and so forth) makes a call to
Interact, which indicates that a real-time decision is required,
for example, to determine an offer to present in an empty
space on a web page. As part of this call, the website passes
the context of the interaction with the customer or prospect
to Interact — information about what the customer has
been doing during that interaction (such as what website the
customer has visited). At the same time, Interact is able to
access profile data about the customer or prospect — often
the kind of information that sits in a customer database.
Think of the profile data as what was known about the
customer or prospect before the interaction started, and
the context as what has been learned about the customer in
the last few moments.
With this information, Interact makes a real-time
decision about how to personalize that interaction — for
example, what offer or offers to present. In making this
decision, Interact uses a combination of segmentation
logic and rules — which would have been manually defined
by the marketing team — and algorithms, which are set to
monitor interactions over time and automate the process
of building a mathematical model that can help make
personalization decisions.
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Figure 1: Interact enables personalized offers to be placed on a company’s web pages in real-time, increasing the likelihood they purchase. Within a call center,
Interact can customize the interaction to fit the customer’s needs, improving their overall experience with your brand.

As a result of that real-time decision, Interact passes
information back to the website, with the offer or offers that
have been selected by Interact, which is presented to the
customer during that Interaction.

Interact can also extend the engagement beyond an inbound
interaction in a single channel. Interact’s Triggered Message
capabilities can automatically optimize an offer to send
through outbound channels such as email, messaging service
or mobile push. For example, Triggered Message offers can be
used to re-engage customers who have abandoned an online
shopping cart by triggering the send of a mobile push message
of a compelling promotional offer. This helps target post-sale
/cross-sell opportunities and many other use cases where a
message is triggered by recent inbound customer behavior,
however, a timely outbound message, through a different
channel may resonate more effectively.

Having described how Interact works at high level, let’s see
an example of how it works in practice.
Imagine a customer accesses your website through the
Internet (see figure 1). The moment the person hits your
home page is your first opportunity to conduct inbound
marketing. Perhaps there’s a spot on that page where a
personalized offer can be presented. Interact decides what
offer or message should be presented. The visitor may or may
not accept the offer, but also navigates through your website.
Every time the customer clicks, Interact is learning more
about the person’s needs, desires and interests. Deeper into
your site, there may be other spots where personalized offers
or messages can be presented. By combining what you already
know about the visitor (customer profile data) and what
you’ve just learned from their browsing behavior (behavior
attributes), you can reconsider, in real time, the offer you
want to present to them.

The same scenario can occur in other channels. If a customer
picks up the phone and calls your call center (as in Figure 1)
they may first authenticate or identify themselves using the
automated attendant, and then they are placed on hold for a
few moments, waiting for a call center agent to become
available. The “hold time” is the first opportunity for inbound
marketing and Interact to select from a set of offers to present
(using a recorded voice) to the caller while on hold. Later,
when the call center agent answers, the agent talks to the
caller to address why they’re calling — and at the same time,
the agent learns valuable new information about the customer.
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Figure 2: A detailed view of how IBM Interact uses demographic and historical data from a customer’s profile with transactional data of how the customer is
interacting with your brand in order to deliver the most relevant offer.

A deeper dive: How Interact works:
Reacting to real-time events

If Interact is connected to the call center application that
the agent is using, it can take that newly-learned information
about the customer and immediately recommend a new offer
to present to the customer verbally. This new offer may be
more relevant because of the information learned during the
call, thereby achieving another successful conversion.

As mentioned previously, the starting point of Interact’s decision
process is when the inbound channel — the website, the call
center application, mobile app, Facebook page, ATM, or
whatever the customer touchpoint is — makes a call to Interact.
Through Interact’s API and various integration methods, Interact
receives the “real-time context” — the information about what is
happening during the web visit is information that Interact uses
in order to make a personalized offer. It’s important to note
that this passing of real-time context is not a one-time event.
Throughout a web visit, the website (or other system) can pass
new information to Interact continuously, to help ensure that
Interact has a complete picture of what occurred and transacted
during the visit.

In the end, “inbound marketing” is turning every customer
touchpoint into a channel for the kind of personalized
marketing messages that were previously only delivered
through outbound campaigns.
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The real-time context is only one part of the criteria that
helps Interact makes a real-time decision. Interact can also
use a customer profile, optimized for usage in real-time
scenarios, which contains customer data considered relevant
to real-time decisions.

This kind of pre-calculation often takes place when planning
and executing outbound campaigns, so this is an illustration
of how IBM’s inbound marketing capabilities are connected
to IBM’s outbound marketing capabilities. But inbound/
real-time and outbound/pre-calculated aren’t just connected
by the fact that Interact can work with both types of offers.
Both decision processes — real-time and pre-calculated — can
leverage a common set of building blocks, such as segment
definitions, offers and an interaction history (interaction
history being a history of contacts and responses and the
ability to attribute accurately the former to the latter).
This is a part of what enables IBM Marketing Solutions to
facilitate truly omni-channel customer dialogues, because
every marketing activity, no matter what channel it happens
in, be it an inbound or outbound channel, is managed using
the same system.

Think of this as what you knew about the customer before the
current session — it may contain demographical information,
segment categorization, product ownership data, purchase history
and so forth. This information typically resides in a local data
store that is created just for Interact to use, although Interact can
also retrieve this information from a web service call (for example
master data management system). Interact can make any number
of real-time call-outs to any web service that can deliver other
relevant data instantaneously. For example, Interact might need
to know someone’s up-to-the-minute credit score.

Optimizing the value derived from the
customer interaction

With all of this data made available, the first part of Interact’s
real-time logic can execute. This logic uses a combination of a
traditional segmentation approach, and rules to identify candidate
offers for the person in question and score those offers. Segment
definitions span rich customer data, behavioral events in the
touchpoint and patterns of events that occur across touchpoints.
This blend of segmentation and rules provides marketers with a
lot of control over the real-time logic, and makes it easy for them
to set up the logic using concepts familiar to them. The output of
this part of the process is a candidate list of scored offers that are
eligible for the specific customer and real-time situation. But
creating this list of candidates is only the beginning of how
Interact makes decisions.

Once Interact has accessed the real-time offers and the
pre-calculated white lists and black lists, Interact undertakes a
process of removing offers from its lists of candidates through
a set of internal suppression rules. An example of its own
suppression rules might be that Interact knows there’s a limit
to how many times a particular offer should be presented to a
person, and so if a particular offer has been shown too many
times already, Interact removes it from consideration even
though it may have been put on the initial list of candidates by
either the real-time logic or the pre-calculated white list. The
output of this adding and removing process is a revised list of
scored offers.

Coordinated omni-channel marketing
There is tremendous flexibility in the nature of this revised
list of scores offers. In particular, there are many options when
it comes to the audience level at which they are targeted. For
example, global offers can be put on the list when everyone is
eligible for the offer. Or, it may be a segment-level offer
where an offer is added to the list of candidates because that
person has been identified in a particular static or behavioral
segment. And, of course, there can be individual-level offers,
where an offer has been selected as a candidate for a specific

Interact is part of IBM Marketing Solutions portfolio,
enabling its real-time decisions to be easily coordinated
with what’s happening elsewhere in your overall marketing
efforts. One example of this integration: Interact can accept
additional scored offers that you have pre-calculated in
Campaign. That is, you may have decided before the
current live interaction what offers you want to be sure
are always considered for a given person during a live
interaction — conversely, you may want to make sure
the person never sees other offers.
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person based on their particular characteristics. This interplay
between global, segment-level and individual-level offer
eligibility is part of Interact’s real-time logic working in
conjunction with pre-calculated decisions to build the
ultimate list of offers to be consider for a single individual.

It’s important to remember that everything just described
takes place in a fraction of second — the specific speed being
determined by the complexity required for the decision and
the hardware resources deployed to support the Interact
runtime application.

The final major step in Interact’s process is the arbitration
step. During arbitration, Interact takes the final version of the
offer list with scores, and uses a self-learning algorithm to
adjust those scores. Note that self-learning must “train” up to
a user-configured confidence level before it is allowed to
substitute its judgment over the marketer’s. Interact’s selflearning algorithm watches, over time, all the offers presented
and the response or non-response and uses the characteristics
of responders to predict other people’s response likelihood in
the future. Interact comes with its own self-learning
algorithm, or an outside model can be used. It is during this
arbitration step that the science of this predictive self-learning
model is blended with the art of the logic created by the
marketer and used during earlier steps in the process to
choose the optimal offer or offers from the list of candidates.

Machine-based learning in real-time
The story is almost over at this point, but not quite. Interact
records the fact that an offer has been presented, and also the
response or rejections of offers served. This information not
only gets factored into the self-learning algorithm for future
scoring, but also can be factored into future batch campaigns
by becoming part of the centralized interaction history that is
used by both Interact and Campaign.
The flow chart demonstrates the marketer’s logic to classify
the customer (based on historical data) and the customer’s
behavior (based on the customer online actions). The
individual customer is classified into segments based on
history and behavior. In our example, the web visitor winds up
in three different segments, based on his or her behavior on
the site and other information known about the visitor. Based
on that segmentation, Interact identifies candidate offers for
each of these segments and calculates a score for each offer for
that specific individual. Note that in this case the “offer” may
not be a promotion, rather just an identification of the best
content for this person. After consultation and arbitration, the
best offers for this person are presented on the website.
Beyond that, Interact could adjust what is presented on this
page based on further behavioral cues from the person’s
browser behavior. And Interact could be configured to do
A/B testing to test various offers over time.

It is important to mention that marketers have the option
to “turn off” self-learning if they wish. Or they can choose to
run self-learning in a mode that never changes offer scores,
but rather simply allows the marketer to view reports that
demonstrate how much more effective an offer would be if
self-learning was active.
Once arbitration is complete, the final offers — depending on
how many offers have been called for — are passed back to the
customer touchpoint.
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Self-learning arbitration
Learning systems that use Bayesian models to optimize
acceptance can be problematic. However, there can be
problems with this approach if used solely on its own. Straight
Bayesian models learn very quickly with very limited data
which can be desirable, but also can cause overwhelming
bias. This occurs when quick learning over-estimates the
probability of a customer response if the first few customers
react in a certain way.

For example, a bank may have offers for a mortgage or a
credit card. The likelihood of a customer accepting the
mortgage offer may be 10 percent, while acceptance of the
credit offer is higher, at 25 percent. However, the bank’s
earnings from the mortgage is USD10,000 over the next few
years, while the earnings from the credit card is only USD500
over the same time period. Even though the likelihood of the
customer accepting the mortgage offer is lower than the credit
card offer, the potential value of the mortgage offer is far
greater for the bank.

For example, imagine you were visiting an online news portal
and clicked on an article about a bank robbery — not because
you are interested in crime, but because the article quoted
your friend who was interviewed for the story. Now imagine
that for the next three weeks you were targeted with stories
about crime, a topic in which you have no interest in at all.
The model has actually made a false assumption and,
consequentially, targeted you with unattractive offers.

Interact is unique in that it takes a combination of the
likelihood that someone would accept an offer and the value
that would come with that accepted offer and uses that for
arbitration. Those factors are boiled down to scores which are
then multiplied to get a net present value of the offer that is
most optimal for a given individual.

How self-learning arbitration works
The following example demonstrates Interact’s self-learning
arbitration model in action. In Figure 3, you can see that
Sally Jones has been served a 3.9 percent balance transfer
offer through a web page. She accepts the offer and Interact
begins to collect statistics about her persona based on a
series of attributes of interest. In this case, she makes over
USD100,000 a year, she has a USD5,000 balance, she
owns a money market account and she is a female.
Over time, Interact collects the same information for all
visitors — making note of how many people accept versus
those who have ignored or rejected the offer.

To prevent overwhelming bias, the Interact learning models
perform a confidence level test that tests the statistical
relevance of every model variable before that variable is used
to predict the outcome. This is tunable within the algorithm
so that you can adjust how responsive the models can be,
while guarding against overwhelming bias.
The other potential issue with the Bayesian model is the
idea of “over learning”. For example, some trends may be
very popular but very brief, such as the launch of a new
iPhone or a new music album. The Bayesian model alone
doesn’t account for this concept of short-term spikes in
behavior. It is imperative that as response rates shift a learning
model also shifts. To combat this, Interact uses configurable
time intervals that automatically increase the weight of
more recent responses.

Offers

Income
50k

100k

Balance
150k

<2k

5k

8k

Gender

CD

MMA

M

Yes

Yes

F

3.9% APR on Balance
Transfer
Try our Mortgage
Calculators

Lastly, most predictive modeling approaches calculate the
likelihood of response, not the value of the ultimate response.
Interact uses optimized offer prioritization on top of
predictable and management segmentation strategies to
optimize the combination of the value’s offer with the
likely acceptance rate.

Towne 12 -month CDs
with 1.25% APY

Figure 3: Interact collects initial usage and demographic data about Sally
Jones for future reference.
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In Figure 4, we see that John has been served the same
offer as Sally, but he ignores the offer. The system makes
note of this and after time passes, it serves a new offer for a
mortgage calculator, which he does accept. Interact records
his statistics — he is a man, with an income greater than
USD50,000, he has a balance of USD8,000 and he owns
a money market account.

Offers

Income
50k

100k

Balance
150k

<2k

5k

8k

Gender

CD

MMA

M

Yes

Yes

F

Over time, as more people respond to the offers, specific
attributes emerge as predictive. Patterns begin to materialize
and we can easily identify the attributes of those visitors most
likely to respond to an offer. For example, as in Figure 6,
with the 3.9 percent APR on Balance Transfer offer we see
that the people who accepted typically had incomes around
USD50,000 with an USD8,000 balance — those are the
predictive attributes. Something else we have learned is that
some of the attributes don’t tend to make a difference, for
example if a visitor is male or female. There is no entropy in
those variables so we can choose not to use gender as a
learning attribute, at least for this offer. Also, if there is not
yet enough data on a specific attribute, for example the
Money Market Account (MMA) attribute for the 3.9 percent
offer, that variable is not used in order to not create bias.
However, data continues to be calculated on that attribute.

3.9% APR on Balance
Transfer
Try our Mortgage
Calculators
Towne 12 -month CDs
with 1.25% APY

Learning models store a number of attributes for each
offer that the system learns, typically anywhere from 30-60.
These are typical attributes associated with the customer or
specific behavior the customer is exhibiting at the time the
offer is presented. You do not have to use the same attributes
for all offers. Rather, each offer or sets of offers can be
customized to learn on a unique set of attributes that are
relevant to that specific offer set. And marketers have the
ability to add new attributes anytime during a campaign.
Interact immediately begins to collect data on those new
attributes, but the model won’t exploit the information until
there is statistical relevance for that attribute. Once there is,
Interact begins factoring in those attributes as part of the
self-learning process.

John Smith

Income
= $82K
Balance
= $9500
CD = No
MMA
= No

Figure 4: We see that John Smith is also online. He has been served the
same offer as Sally, but he ignores it.

It is important to note that offers can span channels and
channels can share learnings. A call center representative can
then offer the same balance transfer or mortgage calculator
offer to a different caller.

Offers
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50k

100k

Balance
150k

<2k

5k

8k
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CD

MMA

M

Yes

Yes

F

It is important to note that unlike many learning products,
Interact’s self-learning capability factors in both customer
attributes (such male or female, income level and so forth)
and behavioral attributes (web browsing history, time of day),
providing marketers with a more comprehensive and holistic
view of how visitors are responding to offers. Also, selflearning can be applied after a granular segment level rather
than global segment level. For example, an offer may be very
successful for people who drive red Ferraris and have blue
eyes, but a total failure for people who drive Fords and have
green eyes.

3.9% APR on Balance
Transfer
Try our Mortgage
Calculators
Towne 12 -month CDs
with 1.25% APY

Figure 5: Patterns emerge based on similar visitor activity enabling the
system to target and better predict the optimal offer.
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Other advanced features

Reporting
One of the complaints customers often make of learning
systems is that they are a mysterious black box, offering no
visibility into what is really happening. Interact comes with
a set of reports that provide you direct visibility into what
affects learning is actually having on offers.

Geo targeting: Interact enables inbound real-time or eventtriggered outbound tactics to allow marketers to prioritize
offers close to the customer’s current location. For example,
marketers can customize the system to only serve offers within
a specific radius — which is key for a mobile customer. For
example, using the same eligibility rules and scoring rules a
marketer may have two competing offers, one for Fashion
Retailer 1 and one for Fashion Retailer 2. Even though the
customer may prefer Fashion Retailer 2 based on previous
behavior, the geo targeting functionality of Interact knows that
Fashion Retailer 2 is five miles away and Fashion Retailer 1 is
across the street, so the likelihood is that the customer is more
likely to accept the Fashion Retailer 1 offer.

One example of a highly useful Interact report is the
Self- Learning Model Details report, which allows marketers
to visualize what attributes were most predictive for a
given offer.
Built into the system, Interact offers marketers the ability to
serve offers without learning as control so they can measure
how well the offers are performing both with and without
learning. Figure 7 is a Self-learning Lift Report that shows
the acceptance rate of offers, comparing offers presented by
random and offers presented by Interact built-in learning.
This report shows these values over time, so you can see
trends improving or worsening, and use the information to
refine your marketing strategies. In this case, the teal denotes
the cumulative random acceptance rates and the purple
denotes the cumulative model-driven acceptance rates. The
marketer can clearly see in this instance that serving offers
using learning versus a random approach had a significant
positive impact on acceptance rates.

Offer marketplaces and Offers By SQL: Particularly
useful when serving thousands of potential offers, Interact
enables categorical selection offers. Rather than setting
up rules (if “x” type of person visits or performs x kind of
activity), marketers can put offers into an offer list and
leverage queries. So when a customer comes into a web page,
for example about TVs, Interact performs a query of all of
the potential offers relevant with TV, and chooses those that
score highest for that customer to present. This pre-filtering
process means that scoring, constraints and learning only
occur on relevant offers. So instead of dealing with thousands
of potential offers, the pre-filtering process can narrow that
down to tens or hundreds, improving reaction time to within
fractions of a second.
This feature is called Offers by SQL because marketers can
actually input the query logic that pulls the offers out of that
list, making it highly flexible. Instead of a product category,
marketers can also set up categories based on a customer
segment (such as high affluence, regional, as well as others),
making the system highly flexible regarding which offers
you can serve.

Figure 7 An example of a self-learning lift report shows how
personalized offers have significantly higher acceptance rates
and improve over time in comparison to random offers.
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Offer learning granularity: Another flexible feature of
Interact is that it enables granular learning by allowing
different sets of offers to learn on different sets of attributes.
This is particularly useful for companies with very diverse
customer bases. Take Honda, for example. The global
company is best known for selling cars, but it also has a
marine division. Learning a certain vehicle type does not
make sense for those marketers that are responsible for
promoting outboard engines.

Customer profile services: Interact has the ability to
integrate with any Master Data Management (MDM)
server or SOA architecture to pull customer data used
for segmentation and eligibility. While the traditional
approach is to quickly pull the customer details from an
operational database, Interact can use your SOA service
to access this information.
Event pattern detection: Most systems can react to a single
event and have some rule that changes the content or
marketing message served. One of the challenges marketers
have is measuring a customer’s interest or behavior over time.
Interact adds an engine that looks for patterns of behavior
that may indicate interest. For example, say an investment
customer looks at two 529 college savings pages and an
educational IRA page. This is an indication of strong interest
in a tax deferred educational saving for their children or
grandchildren. In this case, the pattern tells Interact to
increase the value and score of offers and messages associated
with these types of products. Maybe this strong interest
helps drive decisions toward requesting a direct customer
communication with an educational saving specialist. Key to
this feature is that these patterns can span real-time sessions
and channels.

Offer service limits and constraints: Interact gives
marketers additional control by allowing them to build
in limits and constraints for an offer. An example of set
parameters could be: “do not serve this offer more than “x”
number of times in one hour, in total, in one month”.
Offer parameterization: Interact allows marketers to vary
the parameters on an offer to optimize their response and
minimize their risk. For example, imagine you are planning to
give 10 customers an offer with a zero percent rate for balance
transfers for six months that then switches to 9.6 percent. As a
marketer, you may choose to deliver different rate offers based
on the risk that customer poses. If someone is subprime, your
risk is higher and you may want to offer a higher interest rate
versus someone who poses less risk. So while the offer stays
the same, the marketer is able to modify the parameters to
optimize the outcome.
Control and roll-back: Marketers can be confident in their
ability to manage rules or contact strategies, knowing that if
changes were made and conversions dip instead of rise, they
can easily role back to the more successful version they had
the day before.
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An architecture designed for
omni-channel marketing

The design environment is where you perform the majority
of your Interact configuration. The design environment is
installed with IBM Campaign and references the Campaign
system tables and your customer databases. IBM Campaign
and IBM Interact share key marketing components, including
offers and omni-channel interaction history.

Interact consists of two major components, the design
environment and the runtime environment. And some
customers may have optional testing runtime environments as
well. Figure 8 shows the high-level architecture overview.

PRODUCTION
RUNTIME

Interact
API

Customer
Facing
Touch
Point

Runtime
Server

Profile
DB

Profile
DB

Runtime
Tables

Runtime
Tables

Interact
Deployment

TEST
RUNTIME

Runtime
Server

Interact
API

Test
Touch
Point

Campaign

DESIGN ENVIRONMENT

Figure 8: This is an example of a potential IBM Interact architecture configuration, not all deployments are the same depending on the end user’s
configuration requirements.
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After you design and configure how you want Interact to
handle customer interactions, you deploy that data to either
a testing runtime environment for testing or a production
runtime environment for real-time customer interaction.

runtime, a customer — or in the case of a staging server,
someone testing the system — takes actions in the touchpoint.
These actions send events or requests for data to the runtime
server by means of the Interact API. The runtime server then
responds with results, such as presenting a set of offers (data) or
re-segmenting a customer into a new segment (event). You can
continue modifying your Interact configuration in Campaign
and re-deploying it to the runtime environment until you are
satisfied with the behavior. You can then deploy the configuration
to the production runtime environment.

In the design environment, you define what Interact does at
certain points in your touchpoint by configuring interactive
channels. You then divide your customers into segments by
creating interactive flowcharts. Within interactive flowcharts,
you can perform test runs to confirm that your customer data
is segmented correctly. Next, you define offers and then assign
the offers to segments within an interaction strategy. Once
you have configured all of the Interact components, you are
ready to deploy the configuration to a staging runtime
environment. While offers are assigned to individuals based
on customer behavioral segments definitions, the actual end
offer that is served is based on a comparative score of the offer
that is specific to that individual.

The production runtime servers record statistical and historical
data such as contact history and response history. An Interact
design time utility copies the contact history and response history
data from staging tables in the production runtime server group
to your Campaign contact and response history. This interaction
history is common across Campaign and Interact. This data is
used in reports that you can use to determine the effectiveness of
your Interact installation and revise your configurations as
necessary. This data can also be used by Campaign and other
IBM products such as IBM Contact Optimization, integrating
your real-time campaigns with your traditional campaigns. For
example, if a customer has accepted an offer on your website, you
can use that data in Campaign to ensure either that the same
offer is not sent by mail, or that you follow up the offer with a
telephone call.

Interact deployments consist of the following:
•

•

Interact configuration data including interactive channels
and interaction strategies
A subset of IBM Campaign data including smart segments,
offers, and interactive flowcharts

In the staging runtime environment — which is the same as a
production runtime environment except that it is not customerfacing — you can test the entirety of your Interact configuration,
including the API integration with your touchpoint. During
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Horizontal scalability

server clusters. This helps support high-volume throughput,
low latency for response and local and global redundancy for
mission-critical systems.

As shown in Figure 9, Interact has been designed from the
ground up to support multiple run-time servers and multiple

RUNTIME
ENVIRONMENT

Marketing Platform
Runtime Server
Runtime Server

Learning

Runtime Server
Touch Point
Web page or
Call center
• ID
• Actions:

Send/
Info
• Display Offer

Arbitration Engine
• Learning
• Suppression

Interact
API

Profile
DB

• Request

Interact Deployment
• Interaction Point definitions
• Zones
• Event definitions
• Interactive flowcharts
• Treatment rules

Runtime
Tables

Interact
Deployment

Interactive
Channels

IBM
Cognos
BI

Interaction
Strategy

Interactive
Flowcharts

campaign

session

Campaign
System Tables

Campaign
Marketing Platform
Customer DB

DESIGN
ENVIRONMENT

Campaign Server

Figure 9: This more detailed view of an example Interact architecture shows the scalability and reliability of the deployment in the runtime environment using
multiple runtime servers. Campaign is leveraged in the design environment and other available IBM capabilities such as IBM Cognos, can be integrated for
additional reporting capabilities.
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Integration with IBM Campaign

It is important to note that in addition to producing outbound
campaigns — like email and direct mail — Campaign can stage
offers as well. Interact can include those scores and bring
those offers into Interact’s arbitration service to select the best
possible message or offer. Interact can also write information
back to Campaign — for example, if a customer requests more
information during a session monitored by Interact,
Campaign can then leverage that information for future
outbound marketing initiatives.

Interact was built as part of a larger cross channel marketing
strategy. Used in conjunction with IBM Campaign, marketers
can coordinate their outbound communications with inbound
decisions, and also influence future outbound communications
based on inbound interactions. Interact and Campaign share
key building blocks such as segments, offers, interaction
history, attribution and even optimization. Working together,
these products create a true cross-channel experience.

Designed for high performance

One of the benefits of Interact is that it does not require a
large, dense data warehouse for the segmentation and
arbitration process. Rather, leveraging Campaign or another
Master Data Management (MDM), Interact is able to use a
thinner layer of the customer profile and apply behavioral
learning in the decision process. Interact can combine
pre-calculated offers created in Campaign, with offers it
calculates in real time, to determine the best offer, topic or
message to push to the customer.

IBM Interact has been architected for high performance,
even when facing the heaviest volume of customer
interactions. Leveraging its Java runtime engine and
architecture for horizontal scaling, IBM Interact can
consistently deliver thousands of transactions per second
with response times within milliseconds and when
configured optimally for each deployment.

Figure 10: Together, IBM Interact (inbound) and IBM Campaign (outbound) offer integrated, centralized decision-making capability
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Example Interact benchmark performance metrics
include the ability to scale to meet the most rigorous
performance requirements:
•
•
•
•

continuing to advance this offering through industry-leading
marketing expertise, our customers’ vast experience, and
using the largest scientific research staff available to any
company worldwide.

100,000+ of concurrent sessions
500-1000 transactions per second and up
Overall average latency between 50 and 200 milliseconds
Horizontal scaling tested across dozens of servers in
a cluster

Uses a modified Bayesian model: IBM has made several
adjustments to the base Bayseian theorem to account for
typical problems found in learning algorithms.
•

Distinguishing features and benefits
of IBM Interact
Designed with the marketer in mind: Unlike other
learning solutions that are based on generic rule engines
and require a lot of IT intervention, Interact was designed
for today’s marketer, with built-in marketing processes
and concepts — like offer, suppression, customer segments
(historical and behavioral) and sampling/testing. Interact
gives marketers more control over the arbitration process
through a full set of UIs based on constructs marketers are
familiar with so they can manage the system themselves.

•

•

•

Provides far greater personalization: Whereas most
learning systems are solely rules based, generating decisions
based on the “wisdom of the crowd”, Interact offers a far
more personalized approach to inbound marketing. With the
ability to factor in both personal and behavioral attributes of
the individual in combination with targeted based customer
data, pre-calculated and real-time offers, Interact’s inbound
offers can be uniquely tailored to the individual.

•

Can extend inbound behavior with outbound messages:
Triggered message capabilities allow marketers to deliver
offers to a different outbound channel than the inbound
channel where the trigger was initiated. Sending of these
offers can be triggered by predefined events, patterns or offer
criteria that initiate the process flow to an outbound channel.
The offer can be sent in real-time as the trigger occurs or set
with a delay factor to be sent at a defined interval after the
trigger occurs.

•

•

Is the most mature, out-of-the box solution
on the market: IBM takes pride in advancing our capabilities
based on our customers’ needs. We have continuously
updated, enhanced and improved Interact over its 10+ year
existence to become the most robust solution set available
for real-time marketing. And IBM is committed to
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Prevent overwhelming bias: To prevent overwhelming
bias the Interact learning models performs a confidence test
that tests the statistical relevance in every model variable
before that variable is used to predict the outcome.
Time-weighted response: The Interact models are
designed to react to changes in customer preferences over
time. Interact weighs more recent responses heavier that it
weighs responses that have happened in the distant past.
Entropy analysis: Interact looks at each model variable and
assess its likelihood to be predictive. Variables that prove to
be non-predictive are removed from the model. This both
speeds the processing of the use models at real time and
removes noise that may lessen the models accuracy.
Multiple models and flexibility of learning variables:
Interact can support any number of learning models
running simultaneously. The marketer can choose the
starting set of learning attributes to use for a specific set of
offers and can extend the list of attributes at any time.
Learning measurement and reporting: The application
has built-in control logic that tests offers with and without
learning engaged so that Interact can accurately estimate
the lift gain from using the learning components. In
addition, the system reports back with which attributes are
predictive for each offer in the system.
Reacting to the value as well as the acceptance
likelihood: While the base algorithm predicts the
likelihood of response, it is designed to take in a
multiplicative factor that can represent the value of the
offer to the customer or organization. This way the
selection of which offer is best can be based on both
value and acceptance likelihood.
Segment-based control: Although Interact’s learning
capabilities are “state-of-the-art”, marketers often want
their own logic and strategies to supersede or influence the
outcome of which offers are selected for each customer and
each marketing situation. The Interact engine enable
marketers to control when learning is engaged and the
scope of influence the learning models have.

•

•

Designed to integrate with any third-party modeling
engine: The out-of-the-box functionality for learning is
Bayesian with the additional capabilities described above.
The system is not limited to using only our internal models;
models, including real-time models, from other systems
can be included into the arbitration logic of Interact.
Real-time processing, analysis and messaging: Statistics
regarding offer acceptance are gathered in real time across
any number of customer characteristics and behavioral
situations, and used in cognitive offer arbitration. Interact’s
response time and delivery to the channel happens in the
briefest of milliseconds, ensuring targeted offers appear
without inhibiting the user experience.

Conclusion
With IBM Interact, today’s marketers can combat the
desensitization of today’s customers to outbound marketing
by communicating with them on their own terms — when
they are ready and willing to engage. Through Interact’s
powerful, behavioral targeting analytics and marketer-defined
business logic, marketers can deliver the optimal marketing
message in both inbound and outbound channels —
increasing targeted marketing opportunities, improving
response rates, leveraging investments across channels and
enhancing the customer experience by maintaining a
consistent dialogue across all channels.
To learn more, please visit: ibm.com/software/products/real-time-
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